SUPPLEMENTAL FIGURE LEGENDS
Figure S1. At3G27200 is targeted by miR398 (A) Schematic presentation (drawn to scale) of At3G27200. The location of the miR398 target site is shown (black box), exons are represented by grey boxes and UTRs by white boxes. The sequence (Arabidopsis Col-0) of the miR398 recognition site (in bold) in the At3G27200 mRNA is aligned with sequences of both miR398a and miR398b/c. Cleavage was experimentally validated by a modified version of the 5'-RACE PCR (20) . The arrow indicates the 5' terminus cleavage product for the number of clones mentioned. (Table S5) specific to BCBP (A) or CCS1 (B) mRNAs were used for the 5'-RACE PCR. BCBP uncleaved mRNA (C) was amplified with oligos (Table S5) knockout mutants is indicated. spl7-1 has been described previously (13) . Table S2 ) were scanned for 77 Arabidopsis miRNA/mRNA alignments with bulges >=4 nucleotides and MFE ratios >= 0.8. Color codes indicate category of hits. Category 0: single highest peak on the transcript is at the putative slice site; category 1: peak at putative slice site is at a peak that is tied with one or more other sites for the highest value on the transcript; category 2: peak at putative slice site is less than the maximum but above the average for the transcript; category 3: data at putative slice site is less than the average for the transcript but > 1; category 4: one read at the putative slice site; gray bars: No data at putative slice site. Table S1 . Putative miR398 targets identified by loosening the rules in a conventional target finder software Potential miR398 targets were retrieved using the mirU software (39) with the following parameters: a score of 3.5, allowing six G:U pairs, one indel and five mismatches. Letters in red indicate mismatches with the miR398a sequence (in blue); letters in green G:U wobbles; the letter in pink indicates a bulge. Genes highlighted in yellow are targets of miR398 identified in previous works. The gene highlighted in blue was identified in this study. Table S2 . Arabidopsis degradome libraries analysed Table S3 .
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Predicted minimum free energies (MFE) of duplexes between miRNAs and targets that were experimentally validated by 5'-RACE PCR
This list of targets was also used in Figure S9 . Table S4 . miRNA-target site alignments for sensors used in this study GSM280227  GSM280226  GSM512878  GSM284752  GSM284751  GSM512879  GSM278335  GSM278334  GSM278370 Category 0: Single largest peak, >1 read Category 1: Largest peak, more than one peak at maximum, >1 read 
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